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An Efficient Coding System for Long 
Source Sequences 

CHRISTOPHER B. JONES 

Abstract-The Elias source coding scheme is modified to permit a 
source sequence of practically unlimited length to be coded as a single 
codeword using arithmetic of only limited precision. The result is shown to 
be a nonblock arithmetic code of the first in, first out (FIFO) type- source 
symbols are decoded in the same order as they were encoded. Codeword 
lengths which are near optimum for the specified statistical properties of 
the source can be achieved. Explicit encoding and decoding algorithms are 
provided which effectively implement the coding scheme. Applications to 
data compression and cryptography are suggested. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

C ODING METHODS that involve putting all possible 
source messages in order, such as Shannon’s original 

code for the noiseless channel [l] and Huffman codes [2], 
are not computationally feasible when the number of mes- 
sages is very large. Messages consisting of long source 
sequences are therefore conventionally encoded by block 
coding, i.e., by concatenation of codes (usually Huffman 
codes) determined for the source symbols themselves or for 
extensions of the source. Rissanen [3] described an efficient 
arithmetic coding technique that avoided the need for 
blocking the source alphabet. His code was of the last in, 
first out (LIFO) type, with decoding of source symbols in 
‘last in, first out’ order relative to their encoding. With 
Langdon [4] he introduced an arithmetic code with first in, 
first out (FIFO) decoding. The main achievement of their 
paper, however, was to generalize the concept of arithmetic 
coding to embrace other types of nonblock codes such as 
the Elias code both in its original form and as improved 
upon by Pasco [5]. 

The Elias code was outlined by Abramson [6, pp. 61-621 
and described in some detail by Jelinek [7]. It assigns each 
source sequence to a subdivision of the interval [0, 11. (The 
interval [y, z] is defined as {x 1 y d x < z}, where x, y, z are 
real numbers.) Jelinek mentioned that the length of a 
source sequence which could be coded was limited by the 
size of the registers available in the coder; this restriction 
to relatively short sequences was also alluded to by 
Schalkwijk [S]. This limitation can be overcome by employ- 
ing the rounding and scaling techniques used in floating- 
point approximate calculation without compromizing the 
uniqueness of the codes or significantly affecting the cod- 
ing efficiency. 
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The idea of using floating-point arithmetic to overcome 
the requirement for unlimited precision of the Elias code 
was introduced by Pasco in his doctoral thesis [Sj; it 
occurred independently to this author, who was unaware of 
Pasco’s work. This approach leads to an FIFO type of 
arithmetic code, the author’s version of which will be 
elaborated upon in this paper. This version appears to be 
very similar, but not identical, to Pasco’s FIFO code, of 
which only brief details have been published [4], [9]. It may 
be inferred from these sources that Pasco incurs a slight 
inefficiency by always truncating fractional parts, whereas 
we ensure that no “codeword space” is lost by allowing 
both “rounding up” and “rounding down” to occur when 
subdividing an interval. 

The main aim of this paper is to present coding and 
decoding algorithms in which the practical problems of 
implementation of a FIFO arithmetic coding system have 
been fully worked out to the extent that working computer 
language procedures can be provided. These procedures are 
parameterized so that they can be used immediately with 
arbitrary source alphabets, source probabilities, and code 
alphabets- there is no restriction to a binary code al- 
phabet. The only preliminaries to actual use of the proce- 
dures for a particular coding task are the choice of two 
precision parameters and the computation of a cumulative 
frequency table based on the source probabilities. This 
contrasts with the LIFO code of Rissanen [3] and the 
FIFO code of Rissanen and Langdon [4], both of which 
require the determination of a length parameter for each 
source symbol and the nontrivial computation of a poten- 
tially large table of augends before actual coding can 
commence. 

The code described in this paper can presumably 
be accommodated, like Pasco’s, within Rissanen and 
Langdon’s decodability analysis of the general class of 
arithmetic codes. We offer instead an analysis which re- 
tains the interpretation of the coding procedure as subdivi- 
sion of an interval, this interpretation being conducive to 
an intuitive understanding of the coding system. 

II. DEFINITION OF THE CODE 

Let A = {a,, u2; . . ,a,} be the source alphabet, with c 
different symbols, of a zero-memory information source. 
Let this source emit symbol ai with probability Pi. Let 
B = {b,, b,; . . ,bd} be the code alphabet, with d different 
symbols $. Let the string a! be an arbitrary sequence of 
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Subscript 
Source 
Symbol Probabilitv 

Cumulative 
Freauencv 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27=c 

space 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

0.1859 
0.0642 
0.0127 
0.0218 
0.0317 
0.1031 
0.0208 
0.0152 
0.0467 
0.0575 
0.0008 
0.0049 
0.0321 
0.0198 
0.0574 
0.0632 
0.0152 
0.0008 
0.0484 
0.0514 
0.0796 
0.0228 9560 
0.0083 9643 
0.0175 9818 
0.0013 9831 
0.0164 9995 
0.0005 

0 
1859 
2501 
2628 
2846 
3163 
4194 
4402 
4554 
5021 
5596 
5604 
5653 
5974 
6172 
6746 
7378 
7530 
7538 
8022 
8536 
9332 

10ooo=u 

symbols, and represent the concatenation of (Y and a new 
symbol ui by (~a~. Let e be an empty string (string of zero 
length). The code will map a message consisting of a source 
sequence ui,ui, 1 . + uin of length n into a codeword bj, bj, . . . bj, 
consisting of a code sequence of length 1. The notational 
symbols a, and bj represent literal symbols from the arbi- 
trary source and code alphabets for which the code is to be 
defined. The probabilities Pi are real numbers. All nota- 
tional symbols introduced below represent integers unless 
stated otherwise. Assignment of integral values will often 
be ensured by use of the “floor of x ” function Lx] which 
is defined as the greatest integer less than or equal to x 
where x is a real number. We make use of the property of 
this function that x - 1 -C 1x1 <x. 

By restricting the code generation procedure to exact 
arithmetic manipulation of integers we can avoid any 
inaccuracy which might be introduced into our algorithms 
by indiscriminate use of floating-point calculation. Any 
unanticipated rounding effects would be fatal to the encod- 
ing and decoding processes. It is therefore necessary to find 
an alternative representation of the probabilities Pi by 
applying a scale factor u that effectively converts a proba- 
bility to a frequency rate per u source symbols. Since it is 
expedient to record these frequencies on a cumulative 
basis, we define a cumulative frequency table F where 

which gives F, = 0 and F, = u. In practice the rounding 
effect provided by (1) can often be avoided by suitable 
choice of the scale factor u. Table I, based on data from 
Gilbert and Moore [lo], shows an example of a source 
alphabet with the symbol probabilities and the derived 
cumulative frequencies. For sources whose symbol proba- 
bilities have been inferred from empirical symbol frequen- 
cies, the values of Fi can of course be based directly on the 
actual frequencies themselves. 

The basic principle of the Elias source coding scheme is 
illustrated in Fig. 1, adapted from Jelinek [7]. A binary 
source emits symbols 0 and 1 with probabilities 2/3 and 
l/3, respectively. This diagram shows how the interval 
[0, I] is subdivided into intervals of width proportional to 
the probabilities of the various source sequences. Se- 
quences starting with 0 are assigned to the interval [0,2/3]; 
sequences starting with 01 are assigned to the interval 
[4/9,2/3], etc. A sequence can be encoded by forming the 
d-ary expansion of a selected point within the correspond- 
ing subinterval. Fig. 1 shows the points selected by Jelinek’s 
method and the corresponding codewords. 

It is evident that the original interval becomes progres- 
sively more finely divided as more symbols are included in 
the source sequences. The capacity of Jelinek’s coder to 
accept more source symbols is limited by the ability of its 
fixed registers to resolve the boundaries between intervals. 
The capacity of the present system is greatly extended by 
the adoption of what is essentially a floating-point repre- 
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Fig. 1. Subdivision of the interval [0, 1] for source sequences where symbols 0 and 1 have probabilities 2/3 and l/3, showing 
points selected for codeword generation by Jelinek’s method. 

sentation of these boundaries, even though it is imple- 
mented by the explicit manipulation of integers. 

The boundaries of the interval corresponding to the 
sequence (Y are represented by three functions X(ar), Y(ar), 

1 

- z 
Y 

and L(a) in a manner which is illustrated in Fig. 2. L(a) 
supplies an exponent -L(a)-w by which the base d is 
raised to give a scale factor (w is a fixed parameter 

X 

. 
YLdldL(a)+W ai -Ybai)/d 

L(aai )+w 
- 

described below). This scale factor converts the integers interval for a : 
interval for aai 

X(a) and Y(a) into fractions which represent the position B 

and width, respectively, of the interval. Fig. 2 also shows 
A 
sptxce 

how the boundaries of the interval corresponding to the II 

extended sequence (YU~ are derived by a mapping of the 
new symbol ui onto the previous interval based on the 
cumulative frequency table. 

Given the initial settings xw2(~)+~- -X(C&i )/aLcuai )+w 
X(c)=O, Y(c)=dW, L(c)=O, (2) 

the evaluation of X, Y, and L is defined recursively by 
0, ” 

x(aui)=(X(“)+l(Y(LY)q-,/U)+f])ds, (3) 
Fig. 2. Boundaries of intervals corresponding to sequence a (left) and 

aa, (right). 

y~aui)=([(y~a)~/u) +t] -[(y(a)4-I/u)+ lb”, 
(4 

L(aui) = L(a) +s, (5) 
where s is the integer for which 

d”< Y(q) cd”+‘. (6) 
The parameter w effectively determines the number of 
d-ary digits of precision used to represent the width of an 
interval by Y(a): in floating-point terms the scaling by d” 
in (4) to satisfy (6) is equivalent to a normalization of 
Y(cIu,) to w + 1 d-ary digits. This is an important feature 
of the coding system which ensures that however small an 
interval becomes, its width is still represented with suffi- 

cient precision for further subdivision to be performed 
accurately. A value of s may be found to satisfy (4) and (6) 
aslongas [(Y(ol)&/u)+fl> [(Y(a)&-,/u)++],which 
is true if Y(ar)( Fi - I;;-,) > U. We can guarantee that this 
inequality is satisfied, given that Y(a) > d w is implied by 
the recursive definition, by imposing the following con- 
straint on the choice of w: 

This effectively ensures that there is enough precision in 
Y(a) to resolve further subdivision according to each of the 
symbol frequencies. 

Without the scaling by d”, Y(aui) would not exceed 
Y(a): Y(q)/d ’ < Y(a) follows from (4) with Fi < u and 
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Fig. 3. Evaluation of X((Y), Y(a), and L(a) and codeword generation for A = (0, I), B = (0, I}, F, = 0, F, = 2, F2 = u = 3, 
w=3. 

&, 2 0 from (1). The result that s 2 0 can then be derived interval, which would not be the case if the interval widths 
given that Y(a) < d w+ ’ is implied by the recursive defini- themselves had been rounded. 
tion., The points corresponding to the codewords, represented 

The magnitude of X(a) unlike that of Y(a) will generally 
increase as more source symbols are added to (Y: it will be a 
number with up to L(a) + w d-ary digits. These digits form 
the basis of the codeword when Q! is a complete message. 
L(a) is in fact the length of the codeword, and the se- 
quence of code symbols bj,bj, . . . bjLcnj is derived by equat- 
ing.& - 4 j2 - 1,. . . , jLca, - 1 to the first L(cu) digits of the 
d-ary expansion of the fraction X(a)/dL(*)+“: 

(j, - 1)d -’ + (j, - 1)d -’ + * * * + (j,,,, - 1)d --L(ol) 

as d-ary fractions, do not themselves fall within the corre- 
sponding intervals. This is because w d-ary digits of X(a) 
were dropped by 1 X( a)d -“‘I in (8). If each codeword is 
regarded as having w implicit additional symbols each with 
the value bd, the corresponding day fraction then indi- 
cates a point within the correct subinterval as shown in 
Fig. 3. By means of this feature the present coding system 
avoids the “end effect” which detracts from the FIFO code 
of Rissanen and Langdon [4]. 

(8) 

Confirmation that X( a)/d ‘(a)+ < 1 will be given later. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the evaluation of X(a), Y( cr), and L(a) 

and the generation of codewords for the same source 
sequences as Jelinek’s example of Fig. 1. In this instance 
the final codeword lengths are the same for the two meth- 
ods. It will be observed that the boundaries of the intervals 
shown in Fig. 3 deviate slightly from those in Fig. 1. This is 
a result of the systematic rounding performed in (3) and (4) 
which has been deliberately exaggerated by an untypically 
small value of w. It should be noted that it is the interval 
boundaries which are rounded. The interval width is ex- 
pressed in (4) as the difference between the separately 
rounded boundaries. This ensures that after subdivision the 
interval widths add up exactly to the width of the original 

III. PROPERTIES OF THE CODE 

Assume for the moment that the length n of the source 
sequence is known to the decoder. The necessary and 
sufficient condition for correct decoding of all source se- 
quences of length n from their codewords is that all the 
codewords for source sequences of length n be distinct. In 
other words the code must be nonsingular for A”, the n th 
extension of the source A. We shall prove that this is the 
case. Since source sequences of whatever length are coded 
as single codewords, there is no requirement for the con- 
catenation of codewords and hence no need for the code to 
be uniquely decodable in the usual sense or to be instanta- 
neous. 

Let Z(a) denote the interval {x 1 X( a)/dL(a)+w G x < 
(X(a) + Y(a))/dL(“)+“}, where x is a real number. It 
follows from earlier definitions that Y( cu) > 0 and d > 0, 
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ensuring that the upper bound of the interval is greater 
than the lower bound. Z(a) is the interval corresponding to 
the source sequence (Y. 

Proposition 1: The interval Z(a) is partitioned by the set 
of intervals { Z(aa,)ll G i G c}. 

Proof: From (3) and (5) when i = 1, 

X(4/d L(aad+w = X( ++)+w, (9) 

since Pa = 0. From (3), (4), and (5) when 1 G i G c - 1, 

(x(4 + Yhi>>/d L(aai)+‘+‘= X((Yuj+I)/dL(aai+l)+w. 

(10) 

From (3), (4), and (5) when i = c, 

Gf(“4 + y(~%))/d L(aa,)+w = (X(a) + y( a))/dL(++w, 

w> 

since F, = u. 
By (9) the lower bound of the first interval Z(au,) is 

equal to the lower bound of Z( cu); by (10) the upper bound 
of each interval Z(c~u,) is equal to the lower bound of the 
next interval Z(cuu,+i) for all except the final interval; and 
by (11) the upper bound of the final interval Z( cru,) equals 
the upper bound of Z(a). Each point x in Z(a) must 
therefore fall into one and only one of the intervals in the 
set { Z( cuuj)] 1 G i G c} which therefore constitutes a parti- 
tion of Z(a). 

Proposition 2: The set of intervals {Z(a)]length of (Y is 
n} (whose elements have a one-to-one correspondence with 
the ensemble of sequences of A”) is a partition of the 
interval [0, 11, for all positive values of n. 

Proof: This is true for n = 1 since by Proposition 1 the 
interval Z(C) is partitioned by the set of intervals {Z(ui)] 1 
<iGc} and Z(r)={x]O C x < l} from (2). If Proposition 
2 is true for n then it is true for n + 1, since by Proposition 
1 each interval Z(ar) of length n is partitioned by the set of 
intervals {Z( aui)] 1 G i G c} of length n + 1. It follows that 
{Z(cw)]length of (Y is it + l} is a partition of [O,l]. By 
induction Proposition 2 is true for all positive values of n. 

Corollary: All points x in an interval Z(a) satisfy 0 G x 
-C 1 and in particular X( a)/dLcu)+“’ < 1 as assumed earlier 
for codeword generation. 

Proposition 3: The codewords for all sequences (Y of 
length n are distinct, i.e., the code is nonsingular for A”. 

and since all terms in this inequality are integers, 

X(a)~xdL(a)+wcX(a)+dw. 

Using Y( CY) 2 d w from (6) gives 

X(a)/dL(u)+wdx<(X(a)+ Y(a))/dL@)+‘? 

We-can thus obtain from the codeword a value x in the 
interval Z(a) corresponding to the source sequence. Pro- 
position 2 ensures that x cannot also be in the interval 
corresponding to any other source sequence of length n. 
The source sequence can be uniquely identified from the 
codeword and the code is therefore nonsingular for A”. 

The length L(a) of a codeword is determined by the 
series of values assigned to Y during the recursive evalua- 
tion of X(a), Y(a), and L(a). Estimation of the codeword 
length in terms of the probability of the source sequence is 
complicated by the presence of the discontinuous function 
LxJ appearing in (1) and (4). We can, however, derive an 
upper bound by using the inequality x - 1~ Lx] G x. 

From (4) and (5) 

YbiVd L(nad+w > (( Y( a)( 4 - E;;:- J/u) - l)/dL(a)+w, 

and from (1) (4 - Fi- ,)/u > Pi - (l/u), hence 

Y( au;)/dL(aai)+w > (Y( a)( Pi - (l/u)) - l),‘dL@)+“. 

We can regard our evaluation of the interval width 
Y( aui)/dL(anl)+ w as an approximation to 

Y( aui)/dL(aa,)+w = P,Y( Ly)/dL@)+“‘, 

which would give near-optimum codeword lengths. When 
our approximation is on the low side the resulting code- 
word will be longer. The lower bound of our divergence 
from the ideal can be expressed by introducing a “relative 
error” term 6 = (l/P,)(l/u+ l/Y(a)): 

Y( aui)/dL(aai)+w > (1 - S)PiY( a)/dL@)+“‘. (14 

The greatest value S,, that S can assume is when Pi is the 
probability Pti,, of the least probable source symbol and 
Y(a) is at the minimum value of d “‘, hence 

6 max = (l/P,,)(l/u+ l/d”). (13) 

Applying (12) recursively for a sequence of length n, with 
Y( e)/d ‘(‘)+ = 1 and 6 = S,, gives 

y(~,p,. . .ui,)/dL(ai,ai2”.ain)+w>Pi,Pjz. . .Pi,(l -a,,)“. 

Hence, from (6) Y(a) < d w+‘, 
Proof: The subscripts of the code symbols in the 

codeword for (Y yield by (8) an L(a) place d-ary fraction 
dL(a,,a;,. .a,n)+w< ~W+I 

(‘i,pl, * ’ *PJ’(l -s,&.J” 

with the value 1X( a)d -“‘Id -L(a). By appending w extra which gives us the desired upper bound for the codeword 
symbols with the value bd to the codeword we can derive length: 
an L(a) + w place fraction x with the value 
x = [X(a)d -“Id - L(n) + d --L(u)( 1- d “), which implies 

L(Ui,Ui* * * *a,,)< -log,pi,-log,P,*-- . . * -log,pin 

X(a)d-“-- 1 <xdLca’)- 1 +d-“GX(a)d-“. + 1 +nlog,(l/(l -a,,)). (14) 

It follows that 

X(a) - 1 <xd L(a)+w<X((y)+dW- 1, 

Let the average codeword length L, be defined as the 
summation of the codeword lengths of all of the c” se- 
quences of A” weighted by the source sequence probabili- 
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ties: sequences: 

L, = 2 P. P. . . .P,“L(a. a. . . .a,,). ‘I 12 ‘I ‘2 
A” 

We then obtain 

L,< -2P.P. . . ‘I 12 .Pi~log,Pi,+log,PjZ+ . * * +log,P,.) 
A” 

+2pi,pi,*‘*pi11 +nlog,(l/(l-Sm,)), 
A” 

which gives 

L, -=c f&w + 1+ nlog,(l/(l - LJ), (19 

where H,(A”) is the entropy of the source A” in d-ary 
units. Since Hd( A”) = nH,( A), the average number of code 
symbols per source symbol, L,/n is bounded by 

4/n<&(A) + l/n +lo&dl/(l -%A). (16) 

Shannon’s noiseless coding theorem [l] shows that L, /n 
< Hd( A) + 1 /n may be achieved by coding the n th exten- 
sion of A. Our upper bound exceeds this by the amount 
log,(l/(l - S,,)) which can be made small by choosing 
large values for u and w. It should be noted, however, that 
the upper bounds stated in (14), (15), and (16) are very 
pessimistic based on the greatest possible rounding effects 
all going in the adverse direction for the least likely source 
sequence. The more likely source sequences give lower 
values of 6, and the rounding effects tend to cancel out in 
long sequences. In practice then, L,/n may be expected to 
be much closer to Hd( A) + l/n than estimated in (16). The 
coding algorithm described in the next section permits 
practically unlimited values of n, allowing L,/n to ap- 
proach very closely to the entropy of the source measured 
in d-ary units. 

For a particular source sequence, (14) indicates that the 
length of the codeword exceeds the information content of 
the source sequence measured in d-ary units by no more 
than 1 + nlog,( l/( 1 - a,,)). In practice, codeword lengths 
are usually well inside this pessimistic bound and are often 
equal to the smallest integral value greater than the infor- 
mation content. For example, a million-character message 
from the source specified in Table I (which has an entropy 
of 4.08 bits per symbol) was encoded as a binary codeword 
with d = 2, w = 19, and u = 10000. The message contained 
4080 145.8 bits of information; the length of the codeword 
was 4080146 binary digits. This is typical of the close 
numerical agreement consistently obtained, regardless of 
message probability, between the amount of information in 
a message and the number of digits needed to encode it. 

IV. ENCODINGANDDECODINGALGORITHMS 

ai,, ai,aiz; + .,ai,ail* * *ai . n 
This is done without reference to the whole ensemble of 
source sequences of length n and their codewords. The 
second feature is that X, Y, and L can be evaluated exactly, 
even for very long sequences, using arithmetic of limited 
precision, i.e. with a fixed number of digits available to 
represent numbers during calculation. 

Let us assume that calculation will be performed in d-ary 
arithmetic. Then [log,u] + 1 d-ary digits are sufficient to 
represent the values of u and 4, and w + 1 digits for Y(a). 
X(a) needs L(ar) + w digits, but it can be arranged that 
only the least significant w + 1 of these digits enter ex- 
plicitly into calculation. We can obtain a d-ary representa- 
tion of the L(a) + w digits of X(a) by employing the same 
principle used in (8) to generate a series of code symbol 
subscripts: 

( j, - 1)d -I + ( j, - 1)d -’ + . . . + ( jLcaj+w - 1)d --L(a)+w 

= X( + --L(a)-“‘. 

It must be borne in mind that the “digits” j, of this 
representation are all greater by one than the conventional 
d-ary representation. This expansion of X(a) can be 
analysed as follows: 

(j,,j,,...,j,-,,j,,d,d,...,d, 

Jm+r+l, Jm+r+23’ * ‘,Jm+r+w+l 3 1 
where m + r + w + 1 = L(a) + w. This breaks down into 
four sections from right to left: w + 1 digits which actually 
participate in the calculation of X((Y); the preceding run, if 
any, of r digits with the value d; the preceding digit; the 
m - 1 remaining digits. It follows from proposition 1 that 
(X(a) + Y(aN/d L(u)tw > X(@)/d(“P)+“, where p is an 
arbitrary continuation of any length of (x. Thus adding 
Y(a)/dL(a)+w to the current value of X(a)/dt(a)‘w would 
give an upper bound for all future values. In terms of the 
above representation, adding the w + 1 digits of Y(a) to 
the rightmost w + 1 digits of X(a) might create a carry of 1 
which would propagate along the run of digits with the 
value d and increment the preceding digit j,. No further 
carries can occur because by definition j,,, # d. The digits 
j,, j2,- - *,.Ll are therefore immune from alteration and 
can be dispensed with after being used to select the first 
m - 1 symbols of the codeword. We can therefore manage 
with one digit for j,, a counter to hold the length r of the 
run, and w + 1 digits for calculation. 

The chosen representation of X(a) represents L(a) im- 
plicitly as m + r + 1; in the algorithm to be described the 
evaluation of L(a) in (5) is implicit in the updating of m 
and r after each source symbol is processed. If m is also 

The coding scheme described in Section II has two made implicit, by identifying it with “position of the next 
features which permit efficient encoding and decoding symbol to be appended to the codeword” the run length r 
algorithms to be devised for source sequences of practically remains as the only number which can increase without 
unlimited length. The first is that encoding a sequence of limit as the source sequence length increases. The capacity 
length n involves evaluating X, Y, and L for only n of this counter will in practice determine the maximum 
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Fig. 4. Encoding algorithm 

length of a source sequence which can be encoded as a w + 1 least significant digits of X(a) according to the 
single codeword. This is not a serious restriction because above scheme. Encoding and decoding algorithms are 
an n-digit d-ary counter can accommodate d” values, so specified in flowchart form in Figs. 4 and 5 using symbols 
that it is feasible to make the capacity large enough to whose meanings are listed in Table II. Table II also gives 
effectively eliminate the need for source blocking. Of course the maximum value of each symbolic variable. Some of 
it is not necessary that the calculations should actually be these values depend on the precision parameters u and w. 
performed using d-ary arithmetic. The algorithms pre- Values of these parameters must be chosen so that each 
sented leave the radix of the arithmetic unspecified and variable and intermediate result stays within the range 
implement by logic the d-ary processing necessary to gener- permitted by a particular implementation of the algo- 
ate codewords, including representation of all but the rithms. 
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Fig. 5. Decoding algorithm. 

TABLE II 
SYMBOLS USED IN FIGS. 4, ~,~,AND APPENDICES I AND II 

Symbol Use 
Maximum 

Value 

F 

j 
k 
I 
m 
n 
(7 
r 

size of source alphabet 
size of code alphabet 
maximum cumulative frequency value for which 

~~ak?~$e~c~ table 
subscript of the i th symbol in the source alphabet 
subscript of thej th symbol in the code alphabet 
subscript of the k th symbol in the source sequence 
length of the codeword 
subscript of the m th symbol in the codeword 
length of the source sequence 
code alphabet subscript of the symbol in a run 
length of the run 
digit ejected from x plus a possible carry 
precision parameter (scale factor) of F 
the value of d w 
precision parameter of X(a) and Y(a) 
part of X(a) 
Y(a) 

z value of [(2y&-, + u)/2u] 

- 

U--l 
u 

z; 

- 

- 
d 

- 
2d- 1 

dw 

2d’“+‘- 1 
&“+I- 1 

d”+c’ 
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The flowcharts of Figs. 4 and 5 are designed to illustrate 
the essential features of the coding system. They avoid 
implementation-specific areas such as input and output of 
symbols and procedure calling. They operate upon an 
array i, of subscripts of source symbols and an arrayj, of 
subscripts of code symbols assuming that conversion to 
and from actual source symbols and code symbols takes 
place elsewhere. The first codeword symbol subscript is j, : 
the values placed in j- , and j, are a byproduct of initializa- 
tion and should be ignored. The array E; is assumed to 
have been set up beforehand with the cumulative frequency 
values. 

Some comments may clarify how these algorithms work. 
Each time the “Y” branch is taken at step 5 in the 
encoding algorithm corresponds to a multiplication of X’ 
and Y by d to satisfy (3), (4), and (6). This causes t, the 
(w + 1)th least significant digit of X plus a possible carry, 
to be ejected. Step 8 increments the run length if a digit 
with the value d has been ejected. Step 11 implements the 
propagation of a carry. In steps 12- 14 the most significant 
remaining digit of X and the following run, if any, are used 
to generate codeword symbols and are replaced by the 
ejected digit. At step 15 when the last source symbol has 
been processed, one more digit of X is ejected leaving w 
digits behind as required to complete generation of the 
codeword. 

The decoding algorithm recovers the source sequence by 
successively locating the intervals which contain the frac- 
tion represented by the codeword. The interval boundaries 
must be determined using the same rounding logic as in the 
encoding algorithm. To avoid evaluating [(2ye + u)/2uJ 
for each cumulative frequency value 4, we set e to 
L( u(2x + 1) - 1)/2y], which is the greatest value for which 
[@ye + u)/~u] G x where x is the position of the codeword 
in the current interval of widthy. The cumulative frequency 
values 4 can then be compared directly with e to determine 
the interval containing x. When this interval has been 
identified, its boundaries are calculated and used to de- 
termine new values of x and y. The successive values of y 
are identical to those generated during encoding. The value 
of x is set initially using only the first w + 1 symbols of the 
codeword. Whenever x and y are subsequently scaled to 
keep y in the range d w G y c d w+‘, another digit derived 
from, the next codeword symbol is added to x for each 
multiplication by d. 

The arrays i and j were introduced solely to satisfy the 
expository purpose of Figs. 4 and 5. It should be noted that 
the elements are accessed sequentially and each element is 
accessed once only. It is a natural step to eliminate these 
arrays by defining four procedures each of which takes the 
subscript of a source symbol or of a code symbol as an 
input or output parameter. 

Procedure ENCODE(i) is supplied with the subscript of a 
source symbol a, and may generate one or more code 
symbol subscriptsj for each of which it calls OUTPUT( A 
call of ENCODE(O) indicates termination of the source se- 
quence and causes any remaining code symbol subscripts 
to be generated. 
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Procedure OUTPUT(~) adds the code symbol bj to the 
output stream. (It must discard the two spurious symbols 
generated at the beginning of the codeword as a byproduct 
of initialization.) 

Procedure DECODE(i) returns the subscript of a source 
symbol a,. It may obtain one or more code symbol sub- 
scripts by calling INPUT(~). 

Procedure INPUT(~) returns the subscript of the next 
code symbol fj obtained from the input stream unless the 
input stream is exhausted when it returns a value of zero. 

The specification of these procedures follows from the 
flowcharts of Figs. 4 and 5. Appendices I and II contain 
implementations in the algorithmic language Algol 60 of 
ENCODE and DECODE, respectively, which contain the es- 
sential encoding and decoding logic. These have been given 
parameters in addition to i and j whose functions are 
described in Table II and whose values must be preserved 
between procedure calls. Further description of INPUT and 
OUTPUT is not provided: apart from the conversion be- 
tween codeword symbols and subscripts, they are con- 
cerned only with obtaining or disposing of codeword sym- 
bols, the details of which are application dependent. Fig. 6 
gives flowcharts showing the initialization required by EN- 
CODE and DECODE and the deployment of these procedures 
during the encoding and decoding of a message. 

This way of implementing the coding system draws 
attention to the possibility of changing F and c between 
successive calls of ENCODE or DECODE. It should be clear 
that the codewords will remain unique as long as the same 
cumulative frequency table F is used for each of the c 
sequences (YU~ which are continuations of (Y. 

This means that after any call of ENCODE a different 
table F may be used on the next call, but this table must be 
used whatever the next source symbol is. For decoding to 
be possible, the decision as to which table to use next must 
of course be systematically related to the preceding source 
sequence. If this is so we assert that decoding can be 
accomplished by successive calls of DECODE supplying the 
same series of tables as was supplied to ENCODE during 
encoding. 

One obvious use of this technique is for coding the m th 
order Markov source when the table F supplied on each 
call of ENCODE and DECODE is based on the conditional 
probabilities of the source symbols in the state determined 
by the m preceding symbols. Another use of the technique 
is to update the cumulative frequency table dynamically 
between each call of ENCODE or DECODE, to take account of 
the actual incidence of symbols in the source sequence. 

V. APPLICATIONS 

The principal application of this coding scheme is noise- 
less data compression which economises transmission and 
storage resources by removal of redundancy from streams 
of source data. In a particular application the code al- 
phabet may be predetermined as the source alphabet gen- 
erally is. If not predetermined, then the code alphabet can 
be chosen for the most efficient use of the transmission or 
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Fig. 6. Encoding and decoding using procedures. 

storage resource. A code alphabet designed for storage in a 
computer memory would consist of all the possible values 
which could be stored in a bit, in a byte, or in a word, 
depending on the addressability of the storage. To mini- 
mize storage accesses during encoding and decoding, the 
unit chosen would be the largest one for which the size d of 
the code alphabet permitted a value of w to be found when 
subject to the constraints mentioned below. 

Suitable values must be determined for the parameters u 
and w. The value of u should be as small as is consistent 
with accurate representation of the source probabilities as 
frequencies. The value of w should be as large as is 
permitted by the arithmetic capacity of the encoding and 
decoding procedures for a code alphabet of size d (see 
Table II). The value of w must in any case be large enough 
to satisfy (7). 

It has been assumed above that the source symbol 
probabilities are known. If they are not, then data com- 
pression may still be possible if the source symbols are 
taken to be equiprobable. A coding technique which is 
sometimes used for data compression encodes by radix 
conversion of a c-ary number (the source sequence) to a 
d-ary number (the codeword). This permits source se- 
quences of length n to be encoded as codewords of length 2 
where d’-’ < c” G d’ giving log, c G I/n < log, c + 1. For 
arbitrary values of c and d the lower limit of Z/n will be 
approached only for large values of I and n, but these are 
limited by the size of the registers needed to perform the 
radix conversion. Since our coding system is not limited in 
this way, we can accommodate very large values of n and 1 
and by coding as if for equiprobable sequences from A” 
can approach very closely to log,c code symbols per 

source symbol. A source with equiprobable symbols can be 
represented by setting u = c and Fi = i, 0 G i G c. The table 
F can clearly be eliminated from the coding procedures if 
they are to be restricted to such sources. 

In the description of the coding algorithms it was as- 
sumed that the decoder knew the length of the source 
sequence or could recognize when the decoded sequence 
was complete. If this is not the case, in general the code- 
word must be prefixed by the length of the source in an 
arbitrary format, imposing a negligible overhead on long 
messages. The decoding algorithm can, however, be mod- 
ified as shown in Fig. 7 to obviate the need for the source 
length to be supplied if the encoding algorithm always 
generates at least one code symbol (or increments the run 
length counter) for each source symbol processed. This is 
guaranteed if P,, is the maximum source symbol probabil- 
ity and Pm, < l/d - l/d w+’ - l/u. The revised decoding 
algorithm assumes that the decoded source is complete 
when the code symbols have run out (including w implicit 
symbols with the value bd). One source symbol is kept in 
hand to avoid spurious decoding of an extra source symbol 
corresponding to the final call of the ENCODE procedure 
when the source was exhausted. The first source symbol 
subscript is i, : the value placed in i, is a byproduct of 
initialization and should be ignored. 

A number of features of this coding system are favorable 
to its use as a cryptographic system. The redundancy of the 
source, as described by the symbol probabilities used, is 
virtually eliminated: this increases the security of a 
cryptosystem according to Hellman [ 111. A message is 
encoded as a single codeword: no code symbol or group of 
code symbols can be isolated which corresponds solely to a 
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Fig. 7. Decoding algorithm for restricted sources. 

source symbol or group of source symbols. A small change 
in the source message causes a major change in the code- 
word after a certain point.. A codeword is effectively a 
quasi-random sequence of code symbols, each of which 
appears with approximately equal frequency. 

Let us assume that a table A of length c defines the value 
of the ith source symbol a, and a table B of length d 
defines the value of thejth code symbol bj. Any of the c!d ! 
permutations of the order of the source and code alphabets 
may be used, provided F is set up in conformity with the 
source symbol table A. The tables A and B in conjunction 
with the table (or set of tables) F constitute the key of the 
proposed cryptosystem. They are known only to legitimate 
users and employed by them to perform encryption and 
decryption by means of the encoding and decoding algo- 
rithms. The security of the system resides in the presumed 
difficulty encountered by an eavesdropping cryptanalyst in 
recovering the source message from the codeword without 
knowledge of the order of symbols in A, B, and F. Addi- 
tional security results from the fact that the exact values of 
F are needed for successful decoding: knowledge of the 
order of F and approximate knowledge of the source 
symbol frequencies generally permits decoding of very few 

source symbols before magnification of the errors in F 
garbles the rest of the message. 

If the code alphabet is small, such a cryptosystem is 
vulnerable to a “known plaintext” attack or a “chosen 
@tintext” attack as described by I+ffie and Hellman [12]. 
Such an attack can be forestalled by prefixing the source 
message (plaintext) with a short fixed-length string of 
random source symbols before encoding. These are dis- 
carded by the receiver after decoding. If this precaution is 
not taken, the cryptanalyst can obtain strong clues to the 
order of symbols in A and F from the initial letters of 
known or chosen plaintext messages when these are put in 
the lexicographic order of their codewords. With a binary 
code alphabet this would directly reveal either the order of 
A or the reverse order. 

Authentication information such as the time and date 
should be put at the end of the message before encoding. 
Any tampering with the codeword (or errors in transmis- 
sion) will then almost certainly corrupt this information 
when decoding is attempted. 

While not being able to substantiate any claims about 
the security of such a cryptosystem, we offer it as an 
incidental feature of the coding system obtained at no 
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extra cost. In this we are encouraged by the words of 
inspiration which are offered in the final paragraph of [ 121: 
“Skill in production cryptanalysis has always been heavily 
on the side of the professionals, but innovation, particu- 
larly in the design of new types of cryptographic systems, 
has come primarily from the amateurs.” 
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else 
q: = d; 

output ( j); 
j: = 1; 
for dummy2:=0 while r>O do 

begin 
output ( s) ; 
r:=r- 1 

end 
end 

end 
end 

APPENDIX I 

procedure encode (i, F, c, d, x, y, r, j, II); 
integer i, c, d, x, y, r, j, v; 
integer array F; 
begin 

integer procedure mod (x, y); integer x, y; 
mod: = x-entier (x/y)*y; 

integer q, t, u, z, dummyl, dummy2; 
if i=O then 

begin 
t:=(x+u)+ 1; 
if t>d then 

begin 
j:=j+ 1; 
q:= 1; 
t:=t-d 

end 
else 

q: = d; 
output (j); 
for dummy2:=0 while r>O do 

begin 
output (4); 
r:=r- 1 

end; 
output (1) 

end 
else 

begin 
u: = F[ c]; 
z: = (2*y*F[i - l] + u) + (2*u); 
x: = x + z; 
y: = ((2*y*F[i] + u) + (2*u)) -z; 
for dummy1 : = 0 while y < v do 

begin 
t:=x+v+ 1; 
x: = mod (x, v)*d; 
y:=y*d; 
if t-dthen 

r:=r+ 1 
else 

begin 
if t>dthen 

begin 
j:=j+ 1; 
q:= 1; 
c-t-d 

end 

APPENDIX II 

procedure decode (i, F, c, d, x, y, u); 
integer i, c, d, x, y, v; 
integer array F; 
begin 

integer e, u, z, j, dummy; 
u: = F[ c]; 
for dummy: = 0 while y <v do 

begin 
input (j); 
ifj=O then 

j: = d; 
x:=x*d+j- 1; 
y: = y*d 

end; 
e: = (u*(2*x + 1) - 1) + (2*y); 
i:=O; 

L: i:=i+ 1; 
if F[ i] G e then 

go to L; 
z: = (2*y*F[i - l] + u) + (2*u); 
x*x x - Z’ 

yi= ((2*y:F[i] + u) + (2*u)) -z 
end; 
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